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Honey bees with pupal brood cells. Honeybee larvae produce silk to reinforce
the wax cells in which they pupate. Image credit – Nick Pitsas, CSIRO

Moths and butterflies, particularly silkworms, are well known producers
of silk. And we all know spiders use it for their webs. But they are not
the only invertebrates who make use of the strength and versatility of
silk.

Dr Tara Sutherland and her group from CSIRO Entomology are looking
at silks produced by other insects and the results of their recent work
have been published in Molecular Biology and Evolution, in the paper 
Conservation of Essential Design Features in Coiled Coil Silks.

“Most people are unaware that bees and ants produce silk but they do
and its molecular structure is very different to that of the large protein,
sheet structure of moth and spider silk. The cocoon and nest silks we
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looked at consist of coiled coils - a protein structural arrangement where
multiple helices wind around each other. This structure produces a light
weight, very tough silk,” she says.

“We had already identified the honeybee silk genes,” says Dr Sutherland,
“and now we have identified and sequenced the silk genes of
bumblebees, bulldog ants and weaver ants, and compared these to
honeybee silk genes. This let us identify the essential design elements for
the assembly and function of coiled coil silks”.

“To do this, we identified and compared the coiled coil proteins from
cocoon and nest silks from species which span the evolutionary tree of
the social Hymenoptera (bees, ants and wasps),” she says.

Bees and ants produce high-performance silk and, although the silks in
all these species are produced by the larvae and by the same glands, they
use them differently.

Honeybee larvae produce silk to reinforce the wax cells in which they
pupate, bulldog ant larvae spin solitary cocoons for protection during
pupation, bumblebee larvae spin cocoons within wax hives (the cocoons
are reused to store pollen and honey), and weaver ants use their larvae as
‘tools’ to fasten fresh plant leaves together to form large communal
nests..

These groups of insects have evolved silks that are very tough and stable
in comparison to the classical sheet silks and it is probable that the
evolution of this remarkable material has underpinned the success of the
social Hymenoptera.

Coiled coil silks are common in aculeate social insects i.e. those that
have stings but not in aculeate parasitic wasps. These social insects are
higher up the evolutionary tree and the coiled coil silks appear to have
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evolved about 155 million years ago.

Source: CSIRO
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